
Beatitude Attitude 
There is that well known chorus, count your blessings… and often people speak like that when something has 
happened that makes them recognise the simple things in life are the most valuable… Jesus talked like that a lot… 
Jesus told stories of that… Jesus was forever illustrating that to… and in... the people he met… revealing the simple 
blessing of heaven… tucked into their lives and living… and said… you have more of heaven in you that you know… 
let me show you how…  
 
So here is a litany of moments in Jesus life… stories and sayings… that reveal the blessings of God in the 
everyday… and are a lot simpler and closer than we perhaps dare to imagine… In word we describe the story and 
through a symbol which will be revealed on the table… we recognise these are everyday blessings are all around us 
ready to be enjoyed…  
 
 
Voice 1: Blessed are the road-makers for they shall straighten paths through the valleys……(rocks) 

Voice 2: Blessed are the bread-makers for they shall knead heaven into every fistful of 
dough……(bread) 

Voice 3: Blessed are the vintners for they shall fill our goblets with the promise of 
heaven……(goblet) 

Voice 4: Found in stone, in bread, in wine: the blessings of the reign of God 

 

Voice 1: Blessed are the tree climbers for they shall grow tall, transformed through seeking 
Jesus……(leaves/twigs) 

Voice 2: Blessed are the prodigals for they shall return home and know God’s grace has been 
expecting them……(keys) 

Voice 3: Blessed are those beaten up and left on the roadside for they shall know the unexpected 
compassion of the Samaritan……(coins) 

Voice 4: Found in tree branch, in doorways, in coin: the blessings of the reign of God 

 

Voice 1: Blessed are the dogs who eat scraps from the masters table for they shall know the 
wideness of God’s mercy……(crumbs) 

Voice 2: Blessed are those bent over for many years they shall know the power of touch……(cloth) 

Voice 3: Blessed are the daughters of Jairus for they shall be awakened into new life……(pillow) 

Voice 4: Found in crumbs, in cloth, in bedsides: the blessings of the reign of God 

 

Voice 1: It is a blessing that shall reshape the world 

Voice 2: A blessing that reforms the neighbourhood 

Voice 3: A blessing that changes the landscape of our living 

 

Voice 1: Blessed is the cross-carrier for he shall be the love of God……(wood) 

Voice 2: Blessed is the gardener for he shall be the resurrection and the life……(flower) 

Voice 3: Blessed is the saviour for he shall be the word made flesh among us……(bible) 

Voice 4: Found in wood, in world, in word: our blessings in the reign of God.  
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Blessing 
 
May God be birthed in new friendships 
and remembered in old ones that never fade away 
May Jesus be renewed in words of hope 
and found in every question 
May the Spirit dance through all our dreams 
and set our imagination free 
And may we as God’s people in every place 
make a place for all God’s People 
 
And the grace… 
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Dedication 
 
All that we honestly are we dedicate to you O God 
our words and our silence 
our hopes and our questions 
our talents and our disabilities 
 
All that we honestly are we dedicate to you O God 
our longings and our failings 
our trust and our suspicion 
our questions and our certainties 
 
All that we honestly are we dedicate to you O God 
our givings and our takings 
our worries and our wonder 
our love and our desire to love you more 
 
So be it 
Amen 
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Woolly Parable 
 
Two narrators 
Chorus who lead actions 
A sheep (hidden in the pulpit possibly with a woolly mask) 
A shepherd (sitting the in front row possibly with a staff) 
 
Narrator 1 stands at lectern 
Narrator 2 stands at microphone at font 
 
You’ll need a set of binoculars and possibly party poppers 
 
Narrator 1: Once upon a time there was a sheep 
 
Nothing happens 
Chorus look around about them 
behind pulpit 
under communion table 
in the pews 
 
Narrator 1: As I said, once upon a time there was a sheep. But the sheep seems to have gone. So 
that’s the end of the story. 
 
Chorus begin putting on their coats as if to go 
 
Narrator 2: No it’s not! Once upon a time there was a shepherd who was missing a sheep. 
 
Narrator 1: Ah, that will be the sheep we’ve just lost! 
 
Narrator 2: So the shepherd decided to look everywhere he could and even where he couldn’t in 
order to find his lost sheep 
 
Shepherd puts on a set of binoculars and looks through them at congregation getting a fright 
 
Narrator 1: He looked in the forest, behind every tree, under the leaves, in the branches 
 
Chorus stand like trees. Shepherd looks through the branches 
 
Narrator 2: He found a few feathery things but found nothing woolly 
 
Narrator 1: He looked along the river, on the banks, in the bends, among the reeds 
 
Chorus stand in a line and make wavy actions with arms. Shepherd looks along the chorus 
 
Narrator 2: He found some fishy things but no woolly things 
 
Narrator 1: He looked in the mountains, in the corries, behind the boulders, along the cliff edges 
 
Chorus stand with arms above heads in peaks. Shepherd travels round them looking among them 
 
Narrator 2: He found a lot of rock, but no wool 
 
Narrator 1: But that was because he was looking with his eyes when he should have been listening 
with his ears, but just at the moment that was the greatest almightiest, hugest ‘baa’ you have ever 
heard. 
 
Narrator 2: Especially from a sheep so small. 
 
Narrator 1: It went: 
 
Chorus: (sing) Baa, baa, baa, ba ba baran… (aka beach boys) 
 



Narrator 2: And so the shepherd followed the noise. 
 
Shepherd slowly climbs the pulpit 
 
Narrator 1: He had to go down the cliff side and the wind blew him hither and thither 
 
Chorus blow  
 
Narrator 2: The rain fell hard on him 
 
Chorus use water pistols or water sprays on the shepherd 
 
Narrator 1: The rocks were slippy yet still he struggled on 
 
Narrator 2: and on 
 
Narrator 1: and on 
 
Narrator 2: and on 
 
Narrator 1: and on 
 
Chorus: (shaking their watches) Hurry up! 
 
Narrator 2: until he managed to reach out and grab the lamb and carry him home 
 
Lamb jumps up in pulpit and holds on to shepherd and comes back down from pulpit 
 
Narrator 1: He carried the woolly sheep through the rocky places of the mountain 
 
Chorus make mountains and shepherd travels along them 
 
Narrator 2: He carried the woolly lamb along the fishy places of the river 
 
Chorus make the wave actions and shepherd travels along them 
 
Narrator 1:He carried the woolly lump though the woody places of the forest 
 
Chorus make trees and shepherd travels through them 
 
Narrator 2: Right into the party place of the sheepfold for that was what they all did, the shepherd 
and the sheep, because one sheep who was lost had been found again and you don’t need a better 
reason to celebrate. 
 
Chorus cheer with party poppers (possible concern about bangs on small children and older adults?) 
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Water rock 
Build a wilderness. Some stones are already on the table in a large dish. More stones are added by others. In the 
second last stanza a jug is lifted and water is poured over the rocks. 
 
in the desert dryness 
among the hard places 
of every wilderness you find yourself 
 
in the thirst of journeys 
and the pressure of life 
when days seem too full to enjoy 
 
may promise be found 
in unexpected places 
as it was in ancient times 
 
(pour water) 
where God in grace and love 
breaks open the rocks 
that water may flow 
 
In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ 
welcome to the place 
where the stones crack 
and living water runs 
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Water/water 
While this is being read water is poured into a large bowl 
 
 
One There are two ways to look at water 

Two We can look at what it is 

One Or we can look at what it means 

Two One offers us an insight into how important it is for life on earth 

One The other how important water is for life in faith 

Two Science tells us: roughly 70 percent of an adult’s body is made up of 
water.  

One Faith tells us: when Jesus was baptised he immediately came up out of 
the water and saw the heavens splitting apart and the Spirit descending 
on him like a dove. 

Two One tells us water gives us existence 

One The other tells us water gives us promise 

Two Science tells us that there is much more fresh water stored under the 
ground in aquifers than on the earth’s surface. 

One And faith tells us: in the wilderness waters shall break out, and stream in 
the desert. The parched ground shall become a pool, and the thirsty land 
springs of water. 

Two One tells us water is everywhere 

One The other tells us hope is everywhere 

Two Science tells us: Somewhere between 70 and 75 percent of the earth’s 
surface is covered with water. 

One Faith tells us: Let the waters bring forth swarms of living creatures 

Two One tells us about size 

One The other tells us about abundance 

Two Science tells us: 1.4 million children die every year as a result of 
diseases caused by unclean water and poor sanitation. This is about 
4,000 deaths a day. 

One Faith tells us: When the poor and needy seek water, and there is none, 
and their tongue faileth for thirst, I the LORD will hear them, I the God of 
Israel will not forsake them. I will open rivers in high places, and 
fountains in the midst of the valleys: I will make the wilderness a pool of 
water, and the dry land springs of water. 

Two One tells us about selfishness 

One The other about generosity 

Two Science tells us: It takes about 1 gallon of water to process a quarter 
pound of hamburger. 

One Faith tells us: whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him shall 
never thirst; but the water that I shall give him shall be in him a well of 
water springing up into everlasting life. 

Two One opens up the facts  

One The other opens up the meaning  

Two The fact is: Water from the tap washes us clean from germs that harm 

One The meaning is: Water from baptism washes us clean from our past that 



hurts 

Both Both describe God’s world and the wonder it is. Both teach us how to be 
alive in the world. 

Two But one describes what it is 

One The other describes whose we are 

Two Water: the wonder of science 

One Water: the wonder of faith 
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Hold back the party 
This is a harvest reflection using the lost sheep parable 
 
 
Hold back the party O God 
for there are some still missing 
 
Hold back the party 
because the hungry need to be found 
and led home 
to the table of bread and wine 
 
Hold back the party 
because the homeless need to be found 
and given a place of welcome 
in the gathering place of faith 
 
Hold back the party 
because there are women missing and children 
people in our community forgotten 
and neighbours who have no neighbours 
 
Hold back the party 
for the sheep are still lost 
and until they are found 
then the party cannot begin 
 
Hold back the harvest 
for the table may be full 
but the people are missing 
the plantation workers 
the children trafficked to pick the cocoa 
the tea pickers whose backs break and children cry 
 
Hold back the harvest 
for while the season can’t help but provide 
the provision is not shared among the people 
and until everyone gathers 
round the homecoming table 
the party cannot begin 
 
So may our harvest 
be a foretaste and picture 
of the harvest we promise o work for 
where all come together 
all is safely gathered in 
and the lost are found and celebrated together 
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